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A PatchMatch-based Dense-field Algorithm
for Video Copy-Move Detection and Localization
Luca D’Amiano, Davide Cozzolino, Giovanni Poggi, and Luisa Verdoliva
Abstract—We propose a new algorithm for the reliable detec-
tion and localization of video copy-move forgeries. Discovering
well crafted video copy-moves may be very difficult, especially
when some uniform background is copied to occlude foreground
objects. To reliably detect both additive and occlusive copy-
moves we use a dense-field approach, with invariant features that
guarantee robustness to several post-processing operations. To
limit complexity, a suitable video-oriented version of PatchMatch
is used, with a multiresolution search strategy, and a focus on
volumes of interest. Performance assessment relies on a new
dataset, designed ad hoc, with realistic copy-moves and a wide
variety of challenging situations. Experimental results show the
proposed method to detect and localize video copy-moves with
good accuracy even in adverse conditions.
Index Terms—Video forensics, copy-move forgery detection, 3D
PatchMatch.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, anyone can easily modify the appearance and
content of digital images by means of powerful and easy-
to-use editing tools such as Adobe Photoshop, Paintshop Pro
or GIMP. This is becoming increasingly true also for digital
videos. Powerful and widespread tools exist for video editing,
like Adobe After Effects and Premiere Pro, which allow users
to perform a number of video manipulations. Most of the
times, these have the only purpose of improving the quality of
videos or their appeal. Sometimes, however, they are not so
innocent, aiming at falsifying evidence in court, perpetrating
frauds or discrediting people. Therefore, as happened in the
last few years for still images, there is an increasing interest in
the scientific community towards the detection and localization
of video forgeries [1].
These can be divided in whole-frame forgeries and object
forgeries. The first type of attack consists in deleting, inserting
or replicating entire groups of frames. Clearly, this action is
quite simple to perform, but not very flexible, and allows
only for a limited set of manipulations. Methods aimed at
detecting such attacks try to discover anomalies induced in the
temporal structure of the encoded stream [2], or other types
of inconsistency, like artifacts due to double encoding [3], [4],
and irregularities in motion-compensated edges [5] or in the
velocity field [6]. To detect whether a group of frames has
been deleted the use of ad hoc statistical features extracted
from the motion residual has also been proposed [7], [8].
Object forgeries, instead, concern the insertion or deletion
of compact video objects. For example, one might remove a
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(a) Original frame (b) Additive forgery
(a) Original frame (b) Occlusive forgery
Fig. 1. Additive (top) and occlusive (bottom) object copy-moves. Cell
counting images, like those shown in the bottom, can be easily manipulated
(https://ori.hhs.gov/) to commit scientific frauds. Detection may be quite
difficult, especially in the occlusive case, due to the lack of salient keypoints.
person from a surveillance video by replacing it with suitable
material taken from the same or other videos [9]. Object
forgeries are in general more sophisticated than whole-frame
forgeries. They are more difficult to perform, but allow for
more flexible and subtle content modifications. Moreover, if
properly carried out [10], [11], they can be quite challenging
to detect, as they leave no obvious traces in the video temporal
structure.
These attacks can be additive, when a video object of
interest is inserted anew in the target video, or occlusive,
when an object is deleted from the video, typically through
inpainting or by copying background over it. Fig.1 shows
examples of both situations. Attacks can be also classified
based on the object source, which may be the same video
(copy-move), another video (splicing), or computer models
(synthesis).
In recent years, only a few pioneering papers have addressed
the detection of video object forgeries. Coding-based methods
have been proposed in [12], [13], [14], [15] where artifacts
introduced by doubly-compressed MPEG videos are used
as evidence of tampering. An alternative approach relies on
detecting the camera “fingerprint” (camera PRNU pattern) as
already done for images [16], [17]. In [18] the camcorder fin-
gerprint is estimated on the first frames of the video and used
to detect various types of attacks. A similar idea is followed
in [19], [20], [21] where manipulations are discovered by
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extracting and analyzing some suitable features from the noise
residues of consecutive frames. In [22], instead, the camera-
dependent photon shot noise is used as an alternative to the
camera fingerprint for static scenes.
Several papers have addressed video copy-move detection
and localization. In [23] the correlation coefficient is used as a
measure of similarity for detecting large copy-moved blocks,
while [24] extends the same method to use spatio-temporal
blocks. However, this approach works well only if the cloned
area is relatively large and has not been subject to subse-
quent post-processing. Performance drops in the presence of
compression, blurring, geometric transformations and change
of intensity. This is not immaterial, as these operations are
often needed to make the forgery more realistic,and can be
even enacted on purpose by a skilled forger to fool forensic
tools. For what concern localization, instead, [25] addresses
the case of whole frames inserted in the video, while [26]
requires very strong hypotheses, like considering only rigid
copy-moves or supposing that the copy is performed between
consecutive frames.
It should be realized that a carefully crafted copy-move may
be very hard to discover by means of statistical approaches,
because the copied object has the same statistics as the back-
ground, unless it is rotated or resized. In addition, occlusive
copy-moves, based on the copy of background areas, do not
offer visual clues or salient keypoints (see again Fig.1) which
enable their discovery. Finally, a clever attacker may enact
further expedients to confuse matching-based methods, like
playing the video backwards.
In this paper we propose a new technique for the de-
tection and localization of copy-move video forgeries. First,
suitable features are computed, invariant to various spatial,
temporal, and intensity transformations. The features are com-
puted densely on a spatio-temporal grid, rather than at salient
keypoints, which allows us to detect not only additive but
also occlusive forgeries. Afterwards, a nearest-neighbor field
(NNF) is built, connecting each feature with its best-matching.
To this end, we use an ad hoc video-oriented version [27], [28]
of PatchMatch [29], [30], exploiting the inherent coherency of
the NNF to reduce search complexity. Finally, the NNF is post-
processed to single out areas with coherent spatio-temporal
displacement as candidate copy-moves.
This paper extends our conference paper [28], based in turn
on previous work on image copy-move detection [31], [27].
However, with respect to [28] we
1) define a new flip-invariant version of our features;
2) introduce of new criterion in the post-processing to tell
apart copy-moves from false matches;
3) design a fast version of the detector, based on multi-scale
processing and parallel implementation;
4) contribute a new specific dataset with realistic copy-
moves, both additive and occlusive;
5) carry out a thorough performance analysis taking into
account the most challenging situations of interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides the necessary background information, reviewing
ideas and tools for still-image copy-move detection, with
special focus on our previous work [27] and on the Patch-
Match algorithm. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed
technique. Then, in Section 4 we discuss the results of
a number of experiments carried out to test the proposed
algorithm in various operative conditions. Finally, Section 5
draws conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
In the last few years, a large number of techniques have
been proposed for the detection and localization of copy-move
forgeries in digital images [32]. Virtually all such techniques
comprise three major steps: i) feature extraction, ii) matching,
and iii) post-processing. In the first step a suitable feature is
associated with each pixel of interest. Based on such features,
each pixel is then linked with its best match over the image,
generating a field of offsets. Finally, this field is processed to
single out regularities which point at possible copy-moves.
Some techniques, e.g., [33], [34], [35], operate only on
a small set of salient keypoints, characterized through well-
known local descriptors, such as SIFT or LBP. This approach
is computationally efficient, but fails completely if no keypoint
is associated with the forgery, as in the common case of
occlusive copy-moves over a smooth background [32], [27].
Techniques based on dense sampling are much more re-
liable. Their main issue is complexity, since all pixels are
involved in the three phases of feature extraction, matching,
and post-processing. To reduce computation, compact features
are extracted, typically through some transforms, like DCT
[36], wavelet [37], PCA [38] or SVD [39]. By so doing, a good
robustness is also obtained with respect to intensity distortions,
originated for example by JPEG compression or blurring.
Instead, to deal with geometric distortions due to rotated or
rescaled copy-moves, specific invariant features are needed.
The Zernike moments and the polar sine and cosine transforms
have been used [40], [41], [42] to obtain rotation invariance,
while for scale-invariance the Fourier-Mellin Transform with
log-polar sampling has been considered [43], [44].
Featuring, however, is only part of the problem. The bulk of
complexity for dense-field techniques resides in the matching
phase. Barring the trivial case of identical copy-moves, where
simple lexicographic sorting can be applied, exhaustive search
of the best matching (nearest neighbor) feature is prohibitively
complex, and faster techniques must be devised to produce the
offset field in a reasonable time. To this end, approximate
search strategies have been used, such as kd-tree search,
in [45], [32], or locality sensitive hashing, in [40], [41].
Nonetheless, computing the nearest-neighbor field keeps being
too slow for the large images generated by today’s cameras.
A much better result can be obtained, however, by exploiting
the strong regularity exhibited by the NNFs of natural images,
where similar offsets are often associated with neighboring
pixels. This is done in [31] and [27], where the offset field
is computed by means of a suitably modified version of
PatchMatch [29], [30], a fast randomized search technique
specifically tailored to the properties of images. In the fol-
lowing, we provide first a brief description of PatchMatch and
then of the technique proposed in [27] which is the starting
point for the current video-oriented proposal.
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A. PatchMatch
Let I = {I(s) ∈ RK , s ∈ Ω} be an image defined over a
regular rectangular grid Ω. With each pixel s we associate a
feature vector, f(s), which describes the image patch centered
on s. Given a suitable measure of distance between features,
D(f ′, f ′′), we define the nearest neighbor of s as the pixel,
s′ ∈ Ω, which minimizes the feature distance w.r.t. s over the
whole image
NN(s) = arg min
s′∈Ω
D(f(s), f(s′)) (1)
Rather than the nearest-neighbor field (NNF) itself, in the
following we will consider the equivalent offset field, with
the offset defined as δ(s) = NN(s)− s.
PatchMatch is a randomized iterative algorithm for NNF
computation. As all iterative algorithms, convergence to the
desired solution is much faster in the presence of a good
initial guess. With images, however, such a good guess is
easily obtained, because their NNFs are typically constant or
linearly varying over large areas, as a consequence of image
smoothness, and hence highly predictable. Given this core
idea, PatchMatch is easily understood. Following a random
initialization, the two phases of offset prediction and random
search alternate until convergence.
Initialization. The offset field is initialized at random, as
δ(s) = U(s) − s. where U(s) is a bi-dimensional random
variable, uniform over the image support Ω. In copy-move
search, we set the additional constraint that matches should
be reasonably far from the target, excluding offsets smaller
than a given threshold. Most of the initial offsets are useless,
but a certain number will be optimal or near-optimal. These
are quickly diffused to the rest of the image in the propagation
phase.
Propagation. In this step, the image is raster scanned top-down
and left-to-right (with scanning order reversed at every other
iteration), and for each pixel s the current offset is updated as
δ(s) = arg min
φ∈∆P (s)
D(f(s), f(s+ φ)) (2)
where ∆P (s) = {δ(s), δ(sr), δ(sc)}, and sr and sc are the
pixels preceding s, in the scanning order, along rows and
columns, respectively. Therefore, the algorithm uses the offset
of nearby pixels as alternative estimates of the current offset,
and selects the best one. If a good offset is available for a given
pixel of a region with constant offset, this will very quickly
propagate to the whole region.
Random search. To avoid getting trapped in bad local minima,
after each propagation step a random search step follows,
based on a random sampling of the current offset field. The
candidate offsets δi(s), i = 1, . . . , L are chosen as δi(s) =
δ(s) + Ri where Ri is a bi-dimensional random variable,
uniform over a square grid of radius 2i−1, excluding the origin.
In practice, most of these new candidates are pretty close
to δ(s), but large differences are also allowed, with small
probability. Given the rare sampling, only a few new can-
didates are eventually selected. The random-search updating
1
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Fig. 2. Modified PatchMatch. With rigid copy-moves (left) clones are
connected by a constant offset field. In the presence of rotation and/or resizing
(center) clones are connected by a linearly varying offset field. PatchMatch
(right) uses zero-order predictors of the offset, based on neighboring pixels
(r, c, d, a) on the same row, column, or diagonal as the target (s). The
modified version uses also first-order predictors, involving neighbors farther
apart (rr, cc, dd, aa) so as to follow linear variations.
reads therefore as
δ(s) = arg min
φ∈∆R(s)
D(f(s), f(s+ φ)) (3)
where ∆R(s) = {δ(s), δ1(s), . . . , δL(s)}.
Experiments [29] show that typically PatchMatch converges
to a near-optimal NNF in less than 10 iteration.
B. A PatchMatch-based technique for still-image copy-move
detection
In [27] we proposed a new technique for copy-move de-
tection and localization in still images. Thanks to the use of
rotation-invariant and robust features, copy-moves are reliably
detected even in the presence of various forms of intensity
and geometric distortion. Efficiency is ensured by using a
suitably modified version of PatchMatch for the offset field
computation and a fast ad hoc post-processing to remove false
matches.
Let I(ρ, θ) be the input image in polar coordinates, with
ρ ∈ [0,∞] and θ ∈ [0, 2pi], and let
Kn,m(ρ, θ) = Rn,m(ρ)
1√
2pi
ejmθ (4)
be a kernel function obtained as the product of a radial profile
Rn,m(ρ) and a circular harmonic. By projecting the image
over the kernel we obtain the feature
f(n,m) =
∫ ∞
0
ρR∗n,m(ρ)×
[
1√
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
I(ρ, θ)e−jmθdθ
]
dρ
(5)
By choosing the Zernike orthonormal radial functions [46]
f(n,m) turns out to be the Zernike moment of order (n,m)
of the image. Note that the integral in square brackets is the
Fourier series of I(ρ, θ) along the angle coordinate, and its
magnitude is invariant to rotations of the image I . Therefore,
by selecting as features the magnitude of Zernike moments we
guarantee rotation invariance. In addition, if only a few low-
order moments are used, a compact feature vector is obtained,
robust to intensity distortions, which are mostly of high-pass
nature.
To compute the offset field efficiently we resort to Patch-
Match. However, the basic version of the algorithm is designed
for patchwise constant offset fields, a model appropriate for
rigid copy-moves, as in Fig.2(a), while rotated and resized
copy-moves give rise to linearly varying offsets, as in Fig.2(b).
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A generalized version of PatchMatch was proposed in [30]
to deal with this problem. Unfortunately, it works only on
image patches (not compact features) and is significantly more
complex than the basic version. A much simpler modification
was proposed in [31], adding first-order predictors to the zero-
order predictors used in PatchMatch, so as to deal effectively
also with linear offset fields. With reference to Fig.2(c), a zero
order prediction of the offset δ(s) at site s is given by
δ˜0x(s) = δ(x), x ∈ {r, d, c, a} (6)
that is, the offset is predicted as being equal to the offset of the
neighbor on the same row, column, diagonal or antidiagonal.
Adding first-order predictors
δ˜1x(s) = 2δ(x)− δ(xx) (7)
we take into account linear variations of the offset along the
same four directions. Eventually, we obtain the enlarged set
of predicted offsets
∆P (s) = {δ(s), δ˜0r(s), δ˜0d(s), δ˜0c(s), δ˜0a(s),
δ˜1r(s), δ˜1d(s), δ˜1c(s), δ˜1a(s)} (8)
which are used in the propagation phase to perform the search
of equation (2).
Finally, to take full advantage of PatchMatch’s efficiency,
the post-processing phase must equally fast. With this aim, an
ad hoc post-processing was implemented, called dense linear
fitting (DLF). An affine model is fit locally to each point
of the offset field, with parameters estimated from the data
themselves. The fitting is typically good in correspondence
of a copy-moved regions, where the offset field is either
constant (for plain copy-moves) or linearly varying (in the
presence of rotations or resizing). On the contrary, in pristine
areas of the image, with a more chaotic field, a worse fit is
typically observed. Therefore, by looking for large areas with
low fitting error, copy-moves can be reliably detected. The
fitting procedure is very fast, as it only requires a few linear
filtering and products per pixel.
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
To address the detection and localization of video copy-
moves we extend the technique proposed in [27] for still
images which, thanks to its dense-field approach, is effective
with both additive and occlusive copy-moves. Therefore, our
proposed technique comprises the three usual phases of
• (dense) feature extraction;
• feature matching;
• post-processing of the nearest-neighbor field.
To take advantage of our past experience, we move from
the same basic tools used in [27], namely, Zernike moments,
PatchMatch, and Dense Linear Fitting, respectively. However,
going from still images to videos, a number of new issues
emerge, that must be addressed specifically. Features must be
adapted to ensure the necessary robustness to both temporal
and spatial distortions; PatchMatch itself must be adapted to
deal efficiently with a video source; the post-processing must
be tailored to take care of the large number of false hits arising
naturally in a highly redundant source. Last, but not least,
computational efficiency must be pursued. At standard frame-
rates, a minute of video corresponds to about 1500 frames
and complexity may soon become unmanageable even for
short YouTubeTM videos. All these issues are addressed in
the following subsections.
A. Features
Building upon the still-image copy-move detector of [27] we
begin by associating with each pixel a feature vector composed
by the Zernike moments computed on a polar grid centered
on the target. Dealing with a video source, however, we have
the opportunity to extract features from 3D rather than 2D
patches. With this choice a more expressive feature is obtained,
accounting also for informative temporal changes. On the
down side, 3D patches may be less effective with forgeries
of very short duration or with fast moving objects, because
many 3D patches would include both pristine and copy-moved
regions, making it difficult to find the correct match. Moreover,
they are more fragile with respect to temporal distortions,
such as flipping or temporal down/up-sampling. Since both
solutions (3D-patch or 2D-patch based features) have pros
and cons, we will test them both in the experiments. For the
second case, however, we define a flip-invariant feature so as
to be robust to the simplest form of tampering in the temporal
dimension.
Specifically, let f(s, t, n,m) be a generic feature associated
with the t-th frame of the video, for spatial location s and
Zernike moment (n,m). Then, the 2D-patch feature vectors
used in the algorithm, or 2D features for short, will be defined
as
f2D(s, t) = {f(s, t, n,m), (n,m) ∈ F2D} (9)
where F2D identifies a subset of all Zernike moments. This
subset should be as small as possible to limit complexity and
memory problems in the algorithm, while including sufficient
discriminative information on the patch. Similarly, we could
define 3D-features as
f3D(s, t) = {f(s, t+τ, n,m), |τ | ≤ T, (n,m) ∈ F3D} (10)
where Zernike moments from 2T+1 consecutive frames are
taken, and F3D identifies a new subset of Zernike moments,
smaller than before to limit feature size. This latter feature,
however, is not flip invariant, and would not allow the detec-
tion of clones played backwards in time. Therefore, to improve
robustness to malicious attacks, we modify it as
f3D,FI(s, t) = {g(s, t+τ, n,m), |τ | ≤ T, (n,m) ∈ F3D}
(11)
where, displaying only the dependence on the temporal index,
g(t+τ) =

1√
2
|f(t+τ) + f(t−τ)| τ > 0
|f(t)| τ = 0
1√
2
|f(t+τ)− f(t−τ)| τ < 0
(12)
The even-odd transform of Eq.(12) guarantees the desired flip
invariance. Note that the transform is applied on the Zernike
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Fig. 3. Left:removing random false matches. The preliminary detection map
MDLF includes two clones, A,A′, and a false match B pointing to region C
not in the map. Since B does not point to a region in the map it is eventually
removed. Right: multiple clones. The four clones, A,A′, A′′, A′′′ all belong
to the preliminary map. Even though no two regions match one another, they
all match regions in the map, so they are all kept.
moments, not their absolute values. By so doing, the f3D,FI
vectors are invariant to spatial rotations of the whole 3D
patch. Taking the absolute value of the moments before the
even-odd transform would enforce invariance with respect to
different rotations for each frame. This is a useless property
for our problem, since temporal and spatial manipulations do
not interfere with one another. We also note explicitly that the
above formulas refer to a 3D patch with an odd number of
frames, similar formulas apply for the even number case.
B. Adapting PatchMatch to video
To take advantage of the features’ invariance to rotations,
we use the modified version of PatchMatch proposed in
[27]. Then, to deal with a video source, we adopt some
further straightforward modifications, originally developed in
[28]. First of all, while keeping the general structure of the
algorithm, we include further predictors to take into account
the temporal direction, and in particular the zero-order and
first-order predictors along frames δ̂0f (s) and δ̂1f (s), defined
like in equations (6) and (7). Using first-order prediction along
time allows one to deal also with subsampling [upsampling]
in the temporal direction, corresponding to a change of speed
in moving objects. In addition, the random search step is also
modified to sample the whole 3D space, testing offsets taken
at random in the whole datacube. Despite the increased size of
the source, with a large number of frames, the same number
of candidates is used as for still images. Since this procedures
is repeated for all pixels in the video, a large number of near-
optimal offsets are sampled anyway, and then propagated to
the whole video.
C. post-processing
The NNF produced by PatchMatch is subsequently pro-
cessed by the Dense Linear Fitting algorithm which singles
out regions with coherent offset field and associates a binary
detection map MDLF with the video. However, since similar
pristine regions abound in images, some false alarms may
also arise at this point. In [27] these were largely eliminated
through morphological filtering. When dealing with videos,
however, this problem becomes much more relevant because
subjects, and especially background areas, appear almost iden-
tical in many subsequent frames, giving rise to a large number
of false alarms. Standard morphological filtering cannot solve
the problem anymore. We therefore add a further control,
working always on the NNF to keep high efficiency.
The inspiring principle is that true clones should match both
ways, that is
(s, t) + δ(s, t) = (s′, t′) ⇔ (s′, t′) + δ(s′, t′) = (s, t) (13)
Points for which this condition does not hold may be random
matches rather than corresponding points of a copy-move.
Actually, this is too strict a condition to enforce, since small
deviations from this rule apply also to actual copy-moves. In
addition, with multiple clones, the very same principle weak-
ens, as points may exhibit a circular matching. Therefore we
use a weaker but still effective constraint, requiring simply that
regions matching through the NNF all belong to preliminary
detection map MDLF. This is rarely the case for false matches,
while it happens with near certainty for actual copy-moves.
Pictorial examples of the application of these rules are shown
in Fig.3 with reference to a 2D geometry.
D. Managing complexity
The overall complexity of the basic algorithm of [27] is
clearly dominated by the matching phase, accounting for
about 75% of the total CPU-time, with the computation of
features taking another 15%, and the post-processing phase
the remaining 10%. In the case of video, these proportions
are not likely to change much. Therefore all efforts should be
devoted to further reduce the cost of computing the NN field.
Using PatchMatch, the complexity of computing the NN
field, measured in number of multiplications, can be approxi-
mated as
C = NitN(CP + CR)F (14)
where Nit is the number of iterations of PatchMatch, N the
number of pixels in the video, CP and CR are the number of
candidate offset tested in the propagation and random search
phases, respectively, and F is the feature length. N in its turn
is the product of frame size and number of frames. Using
typical values, that is, frames of 0.5 Mpixels, 8 iterations of
PatchMatch, with 10 candidates tested in each phase, and
features of length 10, the overall complexity is 8 × 108
multiplications per frame. At 25 frames/second, this represents
a huge computational burden, even for short videos.
The only effective way to reduce significantly this burden
is through subsampling. Indeed, keypoint-based methods use
exactly this strategy, computing matches only for some sparse
keypoints. As we follow a dense-field approach, we perform
instead a regular S × S subsampling (that is, we take one
every S-th pixel along rows and columns). Note that features
are always computed on the original frames before subsam-
pling, therefore they represent patches observed at the native
resolution, say level-0, with no loss of information. Also, no
subsampling is performed along the temporal direction.
By working at level-1 resolution (that is, after subsampling)
PatchMatch complexity reduces by a factor S2, approximately,
if all other parameters are kept fixed. Moreover, with a
moderate subsampling step, we expect to keep detecting at
level-1 most, if not all, the copy-moves detectable at level-0.
Of course, there is a loss in spatial accuracy. However, this can
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed video copy-move detector with multi-resolution processing. The high-resolution field of features F 0 is extracted from
the original video, V . This field is then downsampled twice to obtain fields F 1 and F 2. At level 2 (lowest resolution) PatchMatch works on F 2 and F 0 to
provide the NN field NN2. This is upsampled to become the initial NN field at level 1, NN10 . At level 1, the copy-move detector (CMD) works on F
1 and
F 0 to refine NN10 to NN
1, and to extract the detection map M1 by applying the post-processing. Copy-moved objects are detected in this level, but their
shape can be recovered more precisely at level 0. So M1 is upsampled to define the volume of interest (VoI) and NN1 is upsampled to become the initial
NN field at level 0, NN00 . At level 0, the copy-move detector works on F
0, limited only to the VoI, to extract the final output, the detection map M0 = M .
be largely recovered by upsampling the NN field back at level-
0, and running a few iterations of PatchMatch to propagate the
correct offsets. Since detection has been already performed at
level 1, at level 0 PatchMatch is applied only to the volumes of
interest (VoI), namely the frames where copy-moves have been
detected, while the random search phase is skipped altogether.
With these simple modifications the processing cost at level
0 becomes fully manageable. In particular, since it is quite
unlikely that a copy-move lasts for more than a few seconds,
the use of VoI alone is already very effective.
Algorithm 1 Multi-resolution Video Copy-Move Detector
Require: V . input video
Ensure: M . output detection map
1: F 0 = FeatureExtract(V ) . will work on features from now on
2: F 1 = F 0 ↓ S . S × S downsampling
3: F 2 = F 1 ↓ S . S × S downsampling
4: NN2 = PatchMatch(F 2, F 0) . NN field at level 2
5: NN10 = NN
2 ↑ S . initial estimate of NN1
6: [M1, NN1] = CMD(F 1, F 0, NN10 ) . CMD at level 1
7: M00 = M
1 ↑ S . M00 gives the VoI
8: NN00 = NN
1 ↑ S . initial estimate of NN0
9: [M,NN0] = CMD(F 0, NN00 , VOI) . CMD at level 0 on VoI
Therefore, the bulk of processing is now at level 1, where
PatchMatch works in its standard configuration. To further
reduce the processing cost we resort again to S × S sub-
sampling, and run PatchMatch at this level-2 resolution. The
retrieved NN field is then upsampled and used to initialize
PatchMatch at level-1 in order to ensure its quick convergence,
thus reducing the number of iterations. Note that subsampling
operates only to reduce the source features to match, while
the target features are not sampled at all, otherwise the correct
offset may not be found. For example, at the lowest resolution,
features drawn from F 2 are matched to features drawn from
F 0. Note that, thanks to the first-order predictors, propagation
keeps working correctly. In Fig.III-A we show a block diagram
of the complete multiresolution scheme, described in detail in
the caption and, more formally, through the pseudo code of in
Algorithm 1.
Finally, to gain some more speed, we resorted to parallel
computing. The parallel code works seamlessly for feature ex-
traction and in the post-processing phase. As for PatchMatch,
each thread operates only on a portion of the source data
(wile target data are not partitioned), and the offset subfields
are joined after each iteration. By so doing, however, propa-
gation of offsets across partition boundaries may be delayed
significantly. Therefore, we change partitions after each coupe
of forward-backward iterations, orienting boundaries along
columns, rows, or frames in round-robin fashion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed method was assessed
through a number of experiments under various operative
conditions. In the following we will describe the datasets, the
performance measures, and finally the experimental results and
comparisons.
A. Dataset
We prepared a dataset, called the GRIP dataset from now
on, comprising 15 short videos with rigid copy-moves, 10
additive and 5 occlusive. They were carried out by the first
author using After Effects Pro, a tool for video editing. As a
result, there are little or no artifacts which may raise suspects
on the video, just as would happen with a real-world skilled
attacker. Nonetheless, since we consider rather short videos,
additive copy-moves may be obvious anyway, since the same
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a) video #1, TV screen: additive, large, static
b) video #2, Fast car: additive, large, fast (low depth)
c) video #5, Falling can: additive, small, fast (low depth)
d) video #6, Walnuts: occlusive, small, saturated area
e) video #11, Student: occlusive
f) video #14, Wall frame: occlusive, small
Fig. 5. Examples from the GRIP dataset. From left to right: original frame,
copy-moved frame, 3D view of the ground truth. In the 3D views, the origin
of the axes is the bottommost point, and the time axis is on bottom-right.
object appears twice in a few seconds. On the contrary, it
seems safe to say that occlusive copy-moves can be hardly
spotted without specific tools. In addition, by using rotation or
temporal flipping, when meaningful, also additive copy-moves
become less visible. All copy-moved videos will be available
online at http://www.grip.unina.it/ together with their pristine
versions and the ground truths.
Tab.I shows synthetic statistics of all videos and forgeries.
Moreover, for some selected videos, Fig.5 shows a sample
video copy-move
# name frame size frames add./occ. ρmax dmax rot. flp.
1 TV screen 576×720 141 add 182.7 43 X X
2 Fast Car 370×720 140 add 203.2 9 X
3 Felt-Tip Pen 550×720 100 add 62.3 4 X X
4 Rolling Can 480×660 125 add 229.6 18 X X
5 Falling Can 480×720 174 add 71.3 29
6 Walnuts 480×720 221 occlusive 199.5 102
7 Can 1 520×720 201 add 220.6 28 X
8 Can 2 720×720 210 add 112.1 15 X X
9 Lamp 390×465 455 add 159.9 129 X
10 Tennis Ball 640×360 200 add 195.4 31 X
11 Student 400×380 340 occlusive 176.3 60
12 Cell 1 400×500 92 add 63.7 92 X X
13 Cell 2 512×512 92 occlusive 107.5 92 X X
14 Wall Frame 500×570 200 occlusive 50.6 155 X
15 Statue 590×480 100 occlusive 65.9 61
TABLE I
FEATURES OF THE GRIP DATASET
frame of the original and forged video, together with a 3D view
of the ground truth which provides some immediate insight on
the spatio-temporal structure of the forgery. Large and static
copy-moves, like that of Fig.5(a) will be easily detected in
any condition. On the contrary, small and fast-moving copy-
moves represent a severe challenge. Note that by “fast”, we
mean a copy-move with a rapidly changing mask, maybe
spanning just a few frames at any pixel, like in both Fig.5(b)
and Fig.5(c), while the speed of the physical object inside the
mask is immaterial for our aim. To capture synthetically these
geometric features we use the max-radius and max-depth indi-
cators. The max-radius is defined as ρmax = maxt
√
A(t)/pi,
with A(t) being the area of the tampered region in frame
t. Likewise, max-depth is dmax = maxs d(s), with d(s)
the depth of the tampered region for pixel s, possibly much
smaller than the total copy-move duration. In Fig.5(d)-(f) we
show some occlusive forgeries. The first one may be especially
challenging, giving rise to a large number of false alarms due
to the saturated area in the middle.
Besides our own dataset, we also consider the REWIND
dataset, described in [24] and available online1. This dataset,
however, comprises only rigid additive copy-moves and comes
without a ground truth. In addition, some videos (e.g., Duck,
Fast Car) appear to be splicings rather then copy moves
(maybe with material taken from part of the video not available
to the user) or else the copied regions have been subjected
to some unreported processing before pasting them back. For
these reasons, we use REWIND only for some experiments,
turning to the GRIP dataset for a more reliable analysis.
1https://sites.google.com/site/rewindpolimi/downloads/datasets/video-copy-
move-forgeries-dataset
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Basic 2D Basic 3D Fast 2D Fast 3D Bestagini
video det. f.a. F time det. f.a. F time det. f.a. F time det. f.a. F time det. f.a. F time
1 X 0.96 15.42 X 0.95 17.50 X 0.97 2.17 X 0.97 3.25 X – 8.9
2 X 0.88 15.45 X 0.68 17.19 X 0.78 2.77 X 0.67 3.44 X – 7.3
3 X 0.56 16.39 X 0.29 23.24 X 0.60 2.67 X 0.31 3.00 X – 6.7
4 X 0.88 14.92 X 0.79 16.75 X 0.88 2.77 X 0.76 3.32 X – 7.2
5 X 0.84 16.70 X 0.86 20.29 X 0.81 2.07 X 0.86 3.24 X X – 14.9
6 X X 0.72 16.50 X 0.74 18.58 X X 0.73 2.35 X 0.81 3.45 – 11.7
7 X 0.83 18.45 X 0.78 20.25 X 0.90 2.54 X 0.81 3.41 X X – 11.5
8 X 0.87 19.73 X 0.77 24.23 X 0.89 2.20 X 0.76 3.32 X X – 15.2
9 X 0.93 17.80 X 0.92 20.31 X 0.94 2.40 X 0.93 4.02 X X – 14.4
10 X 0.91 15.69 X 0.89 16.67 X 0.94 2.30 X 0.92 3.45 X X – 6.3
11 X X 0.88 14.14 X 0.87 18.00 X X 0.86 3.05 X 0.88 4.15 – 7.7
12 X 0.80 16.23 X 0.77 18.78 X 0.87 1.96 X 0.83 3.81 – 2.6
13 X 0.91 15.43 X 0.90 18.26 X 0.92 2.49 X 0.91 4.02 – 4.4
14 X 0.74 16.66 X 0.71 19.42 X 0.77 2.35 X 0.77 3.39 – 8.8
15 X 0.72 16.05 X X 0.51 20.17 X 0.00 2.26 X X 0.41 3.32 – 3.8
Σ, µ 15 2 0.83 16.37 15 1 0.76 19.31 14 3 0.79 2.42 15 1 0.75 3.51 9 5 8.8
TABLE II
DETECTION, LOCALIZATION AND EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE FOR PLAIN COPY-MOVES ON THE GRIP DATASET
Fig. 6. Examples of ground truth (GT ) and detection map (M ). In GT
(left) copy-moved regions, both original and clones, are set to 1 (red). In M
(right), detected copy-moves are set to 1 (green).
B. Performance evaluation
The performance is measured in terms of detection and
localization accuracy, besides processing time. Detection is
declared if, after the post-processing, which includes the
removal of small regions, a large number of detected pixels
are present in the output map M
|M | > Tdetection (15)
where |x| counts the number of ones in x and the threshold
Tdetection is set for each version of the algorithm by pre-
liminary experiments. When a copy-move is actually present,
this is a correct detection, otherwise it is a false alarm.
Therefore, to quantify false alarms, in the experiments we run
our detectors also to the original videos.
To measure the localization performance we define the sets
• TP (true positive): detected copy-move pixels;
• FP (false positive): detected pristine pixels;
• TN (true negative): undetected pristine pixels;
• FN (false negative): missed copy-move pixels.
(see also Fig.7) from which the F-measure indicator is derived
as
F =
2|TP|
2|TP|+ |FP|+ |FN| (16)
If detection map and ground truth coincide, then |FP| =
|FN| = 0, and the F-measure reaches its maximum value,
equal to 1. However, as the number of false negative or false
positive pixels increase, the F-measure decreases rapidly. In
particular, the F-measure is more informative than the overall
accuracy when the two classes of interest are very unbalanced,
which is the case of typical forged videos, where only a small
fraction of the data are tampered with.
Finally, we measure efficiency in terms of normalized CPU-
time, s/Mpixel, that is, the time required to process the whole
video divided by its size in Mpixel. CPU-times refer to a
computer with a 2GHz Intel Xeon processor with 16 cores,
64GB RAM and GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX Titan X.
C. Numerical results
In Tab.II we report results for the GRIP dataset in the
presence of plain copy-moves, involving only rigid spatio-
temporal translations, and possibly some local processing at
the boundary of the copied area to reduce artifacts. No rotation
and flipping are allowed, here, and no global post-processing,
such as compression, and noise addition. For each technique
and each video we mark with a X symbol whether the copy
move is detected (det), and whether a false alarm (f.a.) is
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Basic 2D Basic 3D Fast 2D Fast 3D Bestagini
dataset case # videos det. f.a. F det. f.a. F det. f.a. F det. f.a. F det. f.a. F
GRIP plain 15 15 2 0.83 15 1 0.76 14 3 0.79 15 1 0.75 9 5 –
GRIP
QF = 10
15
15 1 0.84 15 1 0.77 14 2 0.74 14 1 0.75 9 5 –
QF = 15 15 1 0.76 15 1 0.72 13 2 0.65 15 1 0.70 9 4 –
QF = 20 12 1 0.54 12 1 0.56 13 2 0.53 12 0 0.52 9 5 –
GRIP
θ = 5o
8
8 – 0.81 7 – 0.73 5 – 0.40 7 – 0.68 2 – –
θ = 25o 7 – 0.71 4 – 0.60 3 – 0.25 4 – 0.44 2 – –
θ = 45o 5 – 0.56 4 – 0.43 2 – 0.12 4 – 0.43 2 – –
GRIP flipping 9 8 – 0.81 9 – 0.76 6 – 0.59 7 – 0.59 3 – –
REWIND plain 10 8 4 – 9 4 – 8 4 – 6 1 – 6 3 –
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION PERFORMANCE ON THE WHOLE SET OF EXPERIMENTS
declared, namely a copy-move is detected in the pristine
video where there are none. Then we report the F-measure, to
quantify localization accuracy, and the normalized CPU-time.
We use features of the length 12, in the 2D case, and length
18, in the 3D case, the latter obtained by considering 6 Zernike
moments over 3 consecutive frames and computing the even-
odd transform. In the fast versions, a subsampling step S = 4
is used.
To provide some comparison with the state-of-the-art, we
include also the technique proposed by Bestagini et al. [24]
which, however, addresses only the detection task. Unfortu-
nately, literature techniques conceived for localization [19],
[26] make very restrictive hypotheses on the forged videos,
hence they cannot be used on realistic datasets as GRIP or
REWIND. We have also excluded from comparison the 3D
version of PatchMatch working on RGB values [47], [48],
since it can detect only rigid copy-moves, as also shown in
[28], and does not provide any advantage over the feature-
based version.
Performance figures are very good for all variants of the
proposed algorithm. The basic version of the algorithm, with-
out multi-resolution processing, detects all copy-moves, both
with single-frame 2D features (Basic-2D algorithm, from now
on) and with 3D flip-invariant features (Basic-3D), with very
few false alarms. On the other hand, a few false alarms in this
context are not really critical since they raise attention on some
candidate copy-moves that may be analyzed with much greater
care afterwards. On the contrary, missed detection cannot be
recovered easily. The fast versions of the algorithms (Fast-2D
and Fast-3D) are also quite reliable. Only Fast-2D misses one
copy-move, of the occlusive type, probably because of the loss
of spatial synchronization due to subsampling. The reference
method [24], instead, misses all occlusive copy-moves and also
an additive one, besides originating a slightly larger number
of false alarms.
The localization performance is extremely high in all cases.
Barring video 15, missed by Fast-2D, the only critical case
seems to be video 3, and only for the Basic-3D and Fast-3D
algorithms. This is easily explained by noting that dmax = 4,
for this video, namely, the copy-move is extremely thin in
time, causing inaccuracies at the temporal boundaries when 3D
features are used. Nonetheless, these problems do not prevent
correct detection.
Turning to processing speed, the overall CPU times scale
pretty rigidly with the video size (frame size × number of
frames). In fact, the Basic 2D and 3D algorithms take about
16.4 s/Mpixel and 19.3 s/Mpixel, respectively, with very small
deviations across the videos. The fast versions are indeed much
faster, bringing the average CPU-time down to 2.9 and 3.5
s/Mpixel, respectively, the difference mainly due to the longer
3D features.
Let us now analyze performance in more challenging sit-
uations, namely, in the presence of video compression, and
of copy-move rotation and flipping. Experimental results are
reported in Tab.III, only in synthetic form for the sake of
brevity. In the same table we also report results obtained in
the absence of further processing on the GRIP dataset (GRIP
plain, first line) and on the REWIND dataset (REWIND plain,
last line).
Compressed videos are more the norm than the exception,
and studying performance in this situation is of paramount
importance. To this end, we consider MPEG compression
at quality factors QF = 10, 15, and 20, which correspond
roughly to high, medium and low quality sources. Together
with the forged videos, we compress also the pristine ones,
which allows us to compute both detection and false alarm
figures. The basic version of the algorithm keeps providing
an excellent performance with both 2D and 3D flip-invariant
features, although some missed detections are observed in the
most challenging case of QF = 20. A similar behavior is
observed with the fast versions, with just a few further missed
detections. The F-measure remains always quite large (lower
values are mostly due to missed detections), indicating a very
good localization ability. In all cases, a very small number
of false alarms is observed. Note that the reference technique
detects only 9 copy-moved video, with a larger number of
false alarms and, as already said, does not have localization
ability.
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Plain copy-move in video #6 Walnuts Copy-move with compression at QF=20 in video #1 TV screen
Copy-move with flipping in video #2 Fast Car Copy-move with 45o rotation in video #14 Wall Frame
Fig. 7. Sample color-coded detection maps for videos of the GRIP dataset. TN pixels are transparent for correct visualization. The plain (top-left) and flipped
(bottom-left) copy moves are fully detected, with only some inaccuracies at the boundaries. Compression (top-right) impacts on localization performance,
especially on the saturated areas of the video object. Rotation (bottom-right) causes the loss of a copy moved segment, following sudden camera motion.
In lines 5-7 of Tab.III we analyze the case of video
objects that are rotated before pasting, which may be due
to composition needs (small angles) or made on purpose to
fool copy-move detectors. The analysis applies only to the 8
videos with rotated copy-moves, while no false alarm analysis
is possible, since objects are not rotated in the original videos.
The basic algorithm keeps working very well at small angles,
while at large angles, 25 or 45 degrees, the version with 3D
features exhibits a large number of missed detections. This is
likely due to temporal boundary discontinuities, quite relevant
for videos with small dmax. On the other hand, 3D features
seem more robust when moving to the fast version, with no
further missed detection, while the Fast-2D algorithm exhibits
a limited reliability. The reference algorithm, instead, looks
definitely unreliable with rotated copy-moves at all angles.
In the presence of flipping, the proposed algorithm works
very well with 3D flip-invariant features, with no missed
detection for the basic version and 2 for the fast version,
slightly better than when 2D features are used. Together with
previous results, this suggests using 3D flip-invariant features
with the fast algorithm, while 2D features seem slightly
preferable with the basic algorithm. However, more data are
necessary to draw solid conclusions.
Finally, let us consider the REWIND dataset. In this case,
no algorithm is able to provide perfect detection. The best
result is obtained with Basic-3D, but even in this case there
is one missed detection and 4 false alarms. However, this is
to be ascribed to the video themselves since some forgeries
appear to be splicings rather than copy-moves (notably the
fast car video), which fully justifies the failures. Indeed, the
reference algorithm, tested by the authors on this very same
dataset, provides an even poorer performance.
We conclude this subsection by showing, in Fig.7 some
sample detection maps obtained with the proposed algorithm
(basic, 2D features) on GRIP videos with copy-moves and
various operating conditions. The performance is always very
good, although a whole segment is missed in the rotated
copy-move, due to the large rotation angle, highlighting the
challenges raised by post-processing for detection.
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Fig. 8. Computational cost of feature extraction (blue), matching (green), and
post-processing (red) phases for various versions of the proposed algorithm
using 2D features (left) or 3D flip-invariant features (right). The dominant
source of complexity in the basic algorithm (bar 1) is matching. Multireso-
lution processing (bar 2) reduces sharply this cost. Parallel computing (bar
3) further reduces the cost of all phases. The final speed-up w.r.t. the basic
version is about 7 with 2D features and 6 with 3D flip-invariant features.
D. Complexity
As already said, a major effort has been devoted in this work
to devise a computationally efficient technique. The bar graphs
of Fig.8 describe the results for the case of 2D features (left)
and 3D flip-invariant features (right) in terms of normalized
CPU times (s/Mpixel) averaged over all experiments, com-
prising a grandtotal of 153 videos. From left to right, the bars
refer to the basic algorithm (1), its multi-resolution version
(2), and the parallel implementation of the latter (3), while
colors identify feature extraction (blue), matching (green) and
post-processing (red). The multi-resolution processing impacts
only on the matching phase, largely reducing its cost and
bringing total CPU-time from 16.85 to 5.99 s/Mpixel with 2D
features and from 20.06 to 3.47 s/Mpixel with 3D features.
The parallel implementation, instead, reduces the cost of all
phases, although to different degrees, bringing the total CPU-
time to 2.43 and 3.47 s/Mpixel, respectively. Overall, Fast-2D
guarantees a 7× speed-up w.r.t. Basic-2D, and Fast-3D a 6×
speed-up w.r.t. Basic-3D, with differences due mainly to the
longer features used in the second case.
Still, even this large improvement cannot solve all computa-
tional problems of video copy-move detection. To process a 1-
minute video at 25 frames/s, with 0.5 Mpixel frames, about 30
minutes of CPU time are necessary. Hence, a mass screening
is probably out of reach. However, one is often interested in
analyzing only a specific video, or part of it, and willing to
spend the necessary resources to obtain reliable information.
This is certainly the case of videos presented as evidence in
court, where the fragments of interest are typically quite short.
On the other hand, the complexity of copy-move detection
is inherently quadratic with the size of the source, since, in
principle, all features must be compared with one another. For
the small videos of the GRIP dataset, one should compute in
the order of 107 distances per feature. Thanks to PatchMatch,
our basic algorithms reduce this number to about 102. Our
fast parallel version is 6-7 times faster than that. This timing
may still be filed a little more, but not orders of magnitude.
Interestingly, the method proposed in [24], based on Fourier-
domain analysis, is much slower than Fast-2D and Fast-3D and
the same applies to a simple 3D version of the keypoint-based
method proposed in [34].
E. A real-world case: the Varoufakis video
We tested our algorithm on a real-world case that recently
made the headlines all over the world, the well-known Varo-
ufakis video. While politicians of the European Union (EU)
were actively addressing the Greek financial crisis, in early
2015, a video was posted on YoutubeTM with the greek min-
ister of economy, Yanis Varoufakis, apparently “sticking the
middle finger” at Germany to underscore his disappointment
about the proposed EU economic recipes. The video become
immediately a diplomatic case. Although minister Varoufakis
quickly denounced the video as a fake, doubts persisted over
its real nature, as it was impossible to discover clear signs
of manipulations. The case became even more complicated
when two more versions of the same video appeared2, one
with the minister’s arm down, and another one with raised
arm but two fingers sticking in a victory sign. Frames extracted
from the three videos are shown in Fig.9. Obviously, at least
two of the videos had been manipulated. We therefore applied
our algorithm to the videos in search of clues of what really
happened. Although the videos were several minutes long, the
sequence with the raised finger, where the videos differ, lasted
just a few seconds, so we could adopt an asymmetric modality
of analysis, focusing only to this section and looking for
possible matching in the rest of the video. This circumstance
made the computational effort fully acceptable.
The proposed algorithm did not discover any copy-moves in
videos #1 (middle-finger) and #3 (victory). Since only one of
them (at most) can be pristine, we are missing a forgery. A first
possible explanation is that the victory video is original, and
the other one is obtained by hiding the index finger through
inpainting, very easy on small areas. However, it is also pos-
sible that the middle-finger video is original, and the victory
sign is obtained by copy-moving the index from somewhere
else. However, for such a small copy-move detection becomes
very unlikely for any algorithm. The proposed algorithm was
instead able to detect a clear forgery in video #2 (arm down),
a copy-move with flipping from a temporally close section of
the same video. Fig.10 shows the relevant frames, with the
matching regions, and the corresponding detection maps. To
obtain a visual confirmation of this finding, we played two
instances of video #2 side by side, one going forward and
the other backward in time. With suitable synchronization,
the copy-move appeared obvious, and could easily pass the
scrutiny of a court of justice. Therefore, the proposed method
seems to work also outside the laboratory, barring prohibitive
conditions where any algorithm would fail.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a method for the detection and localiza-
tion of video copy-moves. Since keypoint-based approaches
are ineffective with most occlusive forgeries, we focused
on dense-field methods. With this approach, the main issue
is complexity, especially for videos, cursed by their huge
data size. To deal with this problem we resorted to a fast
2see http://henryjenkins.org/2015/08/f-for-fake-in-the-second-order-yanis-
varoufakis-the-germans-and-the-middle-finger-that-wasnt-there.html for a full
account.
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Fig. 9. Frames taken from the three Varoufakis videos. From left to right: #1, sticking middle finger, #2, arm down, #3, victory sign.
(a) Matching frames
(b) Detection maps
Fig. 10. Findings in the Varoufakis video #2 (arm down). Top, evidence of
copy-move with flipping. Bottom, sample detection maps.
randomized patch matching algorithm, a hierarchical analysis
strategy, and parallel implementation. Experiments confirm
that the proposed method has an excellent detection and
localization ability, also for occlusive copy-moves, and even
in adverse scenarios including rotated copy-moves and com-
pressed videos. Moreover, the running time is much reduced
w.r.t. linear search, enabling practical video analysis.
Despite all efforts, the proposed method cannot be used
for real-time analysis or mass screening of video repositories.
Therefore, there is much room for future research on tools that
solve these problems, even at the price of reduced reliability.
We ourselves are currently working on the development of fast
keypoint-based methods for video analysis.
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